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      CIRCULAR 

Dear Comrades, 

 Kudos and massive heartfelt thanks to all of you. You have opened a new vista in the annals of 
association history by observing the ‘Protest Day’ on 1st January, 2015 in the form of wearing black 
badge and demand badge. But friends, though there seems to be some processes in SSS on our 
demands, they are still delayed. So, we should not stop here. Moreover, on the other hand, we are to 
gear up the momentum of our agitation programmes until and unless we get our ‘burning issues’ 
resolved and accomplished the target. So, we have decided to widen up our movement both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. Accordingly, as a follow up programme the schedules to spearhead 
our movement have been chalked out as follows: 
 

 1. On 2nd February, 2015 all the unit members in the respective ROs or SROs are requested to 
arrange gate meeting from 1-30 pm to 2 pm during lunch time. 

 2.  All the members must assemble in front of the respective office gate within the stipulated 
time. 

 3.  In case of the members of other ministries/departments must ensure their presence in the 
nearest RO/SRO office. 
 
 The slogans to be chanted at outside the respective office gates are: 

 

 Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
 
Trible S  Unity Zindabad!  
 
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
 
We demand We demand  
Regular promotion We demand!  
 
We demand We demand  
ACP to all of us!  
 
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
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We demand We demand  
MACP in promotional hierarchy!         
     
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
 
We demand We demand  
Cadre review We demand!  
 
We demand We demand  
Cadre review in Upgraded Pay!  
 
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
 
We demand We demand  
Owncost transfer We demand!  
 
We demand We demand  
Immediate filling of vacancies!  
 
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
 
SSOA Unity Zindabad!  
Trible S Unity Zindabad!  
 
SSOA for SSS!  
SSOA for SSS!  
 
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad!  
Zindabad Zindabad SSOA Zindabad! 

 
 Revoke adhocism permanently, 

 invoke regularization immediately. 

 

Implement regular Promotion, 

 Implement it immediately. 
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Functional grades only option,  

Demand MACP’s 

immediate   implementation.         

       

 Detach MACP 

    in  financial grades,  

attach MACP 

 

 in promotional grades. 

Implement Implement  

Cadre review immediately,  

Implement Implement  

implement it immediately. 

 

Hear not Hear not ! 

Fascism policy Hear not! 

 

Fear not Fear not! 

Our conscious fear not ! 

 

Hear us Hear us 

Hear our grievance! 

 

Neglect not! Neglect not! 

Our Sweating labour neglect not! 

 

Delay not delay not! 

Trible S welfare Delay not! 
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Shave hatred Shave hatred 

Show us good heart! 

Show us good heart! 

 

Save SSS  Save SSS 

Save the Service!  

Save our dignity!           

    

Besides, any other slogans or catchy words, if coined, may be sent to the General Secretary/ the 

President SSOA as soon as possible. Nevertheless, friends, it may be reiterated must you ensure your 

presence on that crucial day because we do firmly believe that this movement whatever be its benign 

form as it seems prima facie, shall go a long way to secure our long pending demands. It may be 

remembered that this movement is called for keeping in congruity with CCS conduct rules and it will 

never infringe upon the same. Don’t be swayed away by rumours and hearsay.  However, I am very 

much confident that all the members must come forward braving all the odds and discomfitures to 

make it a grand success and the flag of triumph must be fluttering high unleashing a new lease of life 

in the days ahead. I am seeking cooperation from every one of us on this count. 

 

  
 

 *********************************** 


